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ÀBSTRACT

The present study investigated the feasibility of using

behavioral procedures within a progressive watking exercise

program to effect changes in the exercise level and the

amount of social interaction of six disengaged elderly resi-

dents of a nursing home. An ABCB reversal design was used

where, after baseline, reinforcement for exercising was a1-

ternated with reinforcement for speaking to other individu-

aIs. Reinforcement vras either administered directly to a

resident for her own behavior (direct reinforcement) or the

residents Ì{ere paired into dyads and received reinforcement

for their partner's behavior (response-exchange reinforce-

ment). When reinforcement (either direct or response-ex-

change) was contingent on exercising, the residents in-

creased the number of laps they walked on an indoor track.

Little social interaction was observed until the residents

could obtain reinforcement for speaking to others, either

through direct or response-exchange reinforcement. No gen-

eralization of activity levels or socializing was observed,

except for that found immediately after the exercise ses-

sions. It was concluded that explicit programming of physi-

caI activity, social interaction and generalization must be

undertaken with etderly residents who are disengaged.
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THE EFFECTS OF DIRECT AND RESPONSE-EXCHANGE
CONTINGENCIES OF REINFORCEMENT ON THE SOCIAL AND

PHYSTCAL ACTTVITY OF THE DISENGAGED ELDERLY

Research concerning the therapeutic benefits of exer-

cise is of particular importance to the many individuals in

geriatric institutions who are inactive and withdrawn from

other residents and staff (McClannahan & Ris1ey, l-974¡

1975). The Iiterature indicates that, typically, over half

of the elderly in nursing homes exhibit this pattern of be-

havior (galtes & Lascomb, L975¡ McClannahan & Risley, I974¡

1975). Although, in the past, this inactivity has been

thought to be a function of the physical aging process (Cum-

ming & Henry, 1961), statisLics released by the Nursing Home

Àssociation indicate that only aproximately 202 of these in-
dividuals have physiological problems that require confine-

ment to their own rooms, and which would prevent them from

participating in various activities. Therefore, other resi-
dents who show similar patterns of disengagement from their
environment must be doing so for psychological rather than

physical reasons.

For these individuals, such behavior can have serious

consequences (Kraus & Rabb, 1961; Shephard, I978i deVries,

1975; 1980). À growing body of evidence shows that contin-

ued inactivity can accelerate the normal physical deteriora-

I
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tion associated with aging (Karaus & Rabb, 1961; deVries,

1975). Such systems as the cariovascular sysLem and the

musculatory system are adversely affected by protracted

periods of disengagement. In addition, osteosis, as well as

bowel and bladder disorders are exacerbated by long periods

of inactivity (Adams & deVries, I973; Comstock, Mayers &

Folson, 1969; Frekany 6, LesIie, 1975; Shephard, 1978i Ro-

dahl, 1967¡ Sawin, 1975¡ Bonner, 1969).

Exercise and the Elderly

Participation in relatively vigorous exercise programs has

been shown to create beneficial changes in the degenerative

processes of the elderly (deVries, 1970; 1980; I975; 197La¡

I97fb; Barry, DaIy, Pruet, Steinetz, Page, Birkhead & Ro-

dahl I 1966; Adams 6, deVries, 1973). For example, deVries

(tglO) measured the effects of 6, 9, and 42 weeks of a

training program (joggíng/walking) on retired men with an

average age of 60.5 years and found that the men in the pro-

gram showed improvement across several- different measures

including physical work capacity, blood pressure and per-

centage of body fat. In another study (Rdams & deVries,

1973) it v¡as found that elderly females also showed improve-

ment in physical fitness after engaging in an exercise pro-

gram for 12 weeks. The extent of their cardiovascular im-

provement was similar to that found with the men. Although

most programs with the elderly have used a jogging/walking
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exercise regimen, similar results have been found when the

exercise was walking (Stamford, Hambacher & FaIIica, l-974¡

Cooper, 1970) cycling, jogging (BuccoIa & Stone, !975), or

swimming (Cooper, 1970 ) .

Operant Conditioning Procedures and Exercise

Most exercise programs assume that delayed consequences such

as improved health, flexíbitity, etc., are sufficient to de-

velop and maintain a person's participation in the exercise

program. However, exercise, although associated with these

reinforcing consequences on a long-term basis, often gener-

ates punishing consequences on a more immediate basis. The

functional deterioration of the disengaged elderly limits

the types of activities in which they can successfully en-

gage without experiencing aversive, physical consequences

such as severe breathlessness, âD9ina} pain and muscular-

skeletal injuries (Kavanagh, 1973). As a result, the elder-

Iy are less Iikely to participate in any vigorous activity,

such as exercise, even though exercise activities are stíIl

potentially rewarding to them (lewinshohn & MacPhillay,

1974). It may be more difficult to have the elderly develop

good exercise habits because these individuals must begin at

a slower pace and may require longer periods to reach a de-

sired level of fitness, since they are initially in very

poor physical condition. As well, it may be that the dura-

tion and inLensity of exercise required to improve fitness
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may produce adverse side effects such as soreness and fa-

tigue (Dishman, I978; Epstein & Wing, 1980).

A possible solution to the problem of the disengaged eId-

erlys' lack of participation in vigorous activiLy is sug-

gested by psychological studies of operant conditioning
which show that behavior is usually controlled by immediate

rather than delayed consequences (Skinner, 1969; Schwarlz,

1978; Rachlin, l-976). Thus, in order to counteract the av-

ersiveness of vigorous activity, and compensate for the de-

Iayed positive consequences of improved health, the disen-

gaged elderly could be provided with powerful reinforcers
immediately after any exercise or vigorous activity.

Studies with younger and middle-aged adults corroborate

the belief that operant techniques facilitate the acquisi-
tion of exercise behavior (".9., StaIonus, Johnston &

Christ, I978; Wysocki, HaIl, Iwata & Riordan, 1979i Epstein,

Wing 6. Thompson, 1980). Keefe and Bluenthal (1980), for ex-

ample, found that once reinforcement was made contingent on

exercising, the men in their program gradually increased

their activity level to match the rising exercise criterion
Ievel. In a similar vein, Epstein and his colleques (1980)

compared the exercise behavior of university students who

either received no reinforcement, continuous reinforcement,

or the opportunity to win reinforcement. They found that
the students exercised more often when they received or had

the chance of receiving reinforcement, then when there were
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no contingencies on exercising. These studies suggest that,

at least initially, extrinsic reinforcement is necessary to

maximize an individual's participation in an exercise pro-

gram.

In an examination of the Iiterature, only one study was

found that suggested operant conditioning procedures would

be effective in increasing compliance to an exercise regimen

with institutionalized elderly patients. tibb and Clements

(1969) used a token reinforcment procedure to increase the

rate of four geriatric patient's exercise behavior on a sta-

tionary bicycle. Tokens, which could later be exchanged for

back-up reinforcers, were automatically delivered to the pa-

tients after they had completed a certain number of wheel

revolutíons on the bicycle. A comparison of the subjects

baseline performance with their performance during treatment

indicated that three of the subjects increased their rate of

wheel pedalling. The authors explained that the fourth sub-

ject, whose performance did not change, began pedalling at

such a high rate that there was ]itt1e room for improvement

when treatment was introduced.

Additional reports involving non-exercise programs have

shown that operant procedures are effective in increasing

ambulatory skills of the institutionalized elderly (see Pat-

terson and Jackson, 1980 for a review). For example, McDo-

nald and Butler (1974) provide a clear demonstration of the

functional relationship between increased walking behavior
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of two geriatric residents and a procedure which involved

social reinforcment and prompting. During treatment, a

92-year-old male and an 85-year-old female, who had noL

walked for serveral months, were prompted to walk to the

dining haIl, a distance of 40 feet. The experimenter pro-

vided praise and social interaction (social reinforcemenL)

for walking. A dramatic hange in walking behavior was dem-

onstrated when prompts and reinforcement were in effect.

Thus, operant procedures are effective in increasíng the

gross motor activity of the elderly living in institutions.

However, deVries (1980) reports that, for the sedentary eId-

erly, it is necessary to walk at a vigorous pace in order to
produce a training effect. He points out that an exercise

regimen is required since, âs the level of fitness improves,

the training criterion must increase in order to maintain

the training effect of the exercise. Gradually increasing

the distance walked as fitness improves is one of the safest

and least strenuous forms of exercise. In fact, researchers

have proscribed progressive walking exercise progams for the

elderly where the more traditional exercise forms are con-

traindicated (Cooper, 1970¡ Shephard, 1978).

Whether such procedures will be effective with the disen-

gaged institutionalized elderly is a question that stiIl has

to be addressed, since tibb and Clement's subjects were not

described as disengaged. Researchers have suggested that

disengagement from participation in institutional Iife may
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be a resuft of an influential group of people who reinforce

the withdrawn residents for behavíors that are incompatable

with gross motor activity (ttoyer, Mishara, & Riehel , 1975¡

MueIIer & Atlas, L972; Hoyer, Kafer, Simpson & Hoyer, 1974).

Lester and Baltes (1978) have observed that the members of

the institutional community who hold the most powerful rein-

forcers are likely to be the staff. These individuals are

Iikely to distribute these reinforcers contingent on pas-

sive, dependent types of behavior. Thus behaviors typically

associated with gross motor activity may not be exhibited by

the elderly because other responses have been acquired in

the institutional setting which are incompatible with such

activity. However, by creating a situation where reinforce-

ment is contingent on exercise behavior their level of gross

motor activity should be enhanced.

Gene raI i zat i on

Effectiveness in changing the target behavior is only one of

the concerns that must be examined when evaluating the ap-

plied value of a therapeutic procedure. Another concern is

whether the targeted behavior is maintained when the proce-

dure is withdrawn. For the withdrawn, inactive elderIy, an

exercise program would be of lessor value if the activity

IeveI returns to baseline values once extrinsic reinforce-

ment is withdrawn. Although maintenance of the behavior,

once the training program has been withdrawn, is important
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to any therapeutic procedure, the process of removing the

operant contingencies is akin to an extinction procedure.

As a consequence, rather than being maintainedr wê would ex-

pect the subject to cease exercising once reinforcement is

withdrawn, especially as the maintaining staff contingencies

for passive behavior are Iikely to stilI be in effect.
Stokes and Baer Ãgll ) in a review of 120 studies, categor-

ized nine procedures, used to promote generalízaation. Two

of these procedures, Programming Common Stimuli and Intro-
ducing to Natural Maintaining Contingencies, provide a pos-

sible solution bo the problem of what v+ill maintain the be-

havior once reinforcement has been withdrawn.

Peers as Common Stimuli. In this procedure, it has been

found that generalization of the targeted behavior will oc-

cur to other settings if there are sufficient stimulus com-

ponents common to both the training and generalization set-

ting. Two vrays in which this has been accomplished have

been first, to include peers in the training and general-iza-

tion sessions (Johnston & Johnston, 1972) and second, to
make the training settings more closely resemble the physi-

cal characteristics of the generalization settíng (Rincover

& Koegel, 1975). The use of peers when programming for com-

mon stimuli lends itself to an institutional settings. In-

dividuals are confined to a relatively smalI area, increas-

ing the probability that they wiII come into contact with

each other outside of training sessions. Thus, members of
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this community, if included in training sessionsr cârt act as

discriminative stimuli, signaling to the resident that rein-

forcement is available for the targeted behavior. It should

be noted, however, that in order for this procedure to be

effective in enhancing generalization to other settings, the

members of the community (tt¡e common stimuli ) must actually

deliver reinforcers for appropriate behaviors.

SociaI Interaction as a Natural Maintaining Reinf orcer.

Stokes and Baer Qgll ) have suggested that a training pro-

gram can be designed so that reinforcment contingencies ex-

isting in the natural environment can take over and maintain

the Larget behavior once the training contingencies are

withdrawn. They state that maintenance can be assured, if

there exists in the natural environment a community of indi-

viduals who would automatically provide reinforcement for

the targeted behavior. The social contingencies inherent in

interactions with these individuals, would be sufficient to

maintain the behavior. As was mentioned, thís verbal commu-

nity can also provide discriminative stimuli for the target

behavíor. Equally important is the fact that by including

members of this verbal community in the training sessions

(i.e., programming for

Iikely to engage in the

of the very individuals

that behavior.

common stimuli), a resident is more

behavior on the ward in the presence

who are most like1y to reinforce
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According to Baer and wolf (1970) socially reinforcing

interaction with peers is generaled if, in proximity to this
community, the indívidual can be trained to emit behaviors

that normally would receive reinforcing consequences from

this group. Such a procedure assumes, however, that the in-
stitutionalized elderly stiIl possess a repertoire of rein-

forcing skills common to typical natural communities. It
also assumes that the activity targeted for training is one

that is Iikely to be reinforced by the resident's verbal

community. However, the validity of these assumptions needs

to be examined.

Social Interaction and the Disengaged EIderIy. Skinner

(1969) suggests that an individual's verbal and social be-

havior is primarily shaped and rnaintained by the reinforc-
ment that his/her verbal community provides for such behv-

ior. On enteríng an institution, an individual Ieaves this
verbal community behind. If no replacements are found with-

in the insitutionalized community, many of the social and

verbal behaviors of lhe institutionalized person under-go

extinction (ttoyer, Mishara, & Riehel, 1975; Mueller & AtIas,

I973; Hoyer, Kafer, Simpson & Hoyer, I974), These research-

ers have suggested that this situation is not irreversible,
however. They state that rearranging the local environment

so that disengaged patients are placed in a situation where

they come into contact with other residents should lead to

increaded participation in the activities they are attending
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and, as a side effect, greater interaction between resi-

dents.

l,imited support can be found in the Iiterature for the

argument that encouraging attendance or participation al

physical activites, either through reinforcement or restruc-

Luring of the environment, wiIl lead to increased interac-

tion among residents. For example, Blackman, Howe and Pink-

ston Qglø) found that when reinforcers (refreshments) were

contingent on coming to a lounge area, the number of people

attending and interacting in Lhis area increased. Quat-

trockituben and Jason (1980) reported that a similar envi-

ronmental manipulation (access to refreshments in a lounge

area) resulted in more elderly residents coming to the

Iounge (an average of 10.5 residents as compared to 4.3 res-

idents during baseline). They also noted that the number of

elderly interacting with each other increased as attendance

increased (.ZS residents during baseline versus 3.5 resi-

dents interacting during periods when refreshments were

available). In another study, McClannahan and Risley Ã974)

found that the number of elderly coming to a specific area

and interacting could be increased by providing prompts (an-

nouncements of the activity) and reinforcement (money) con-

tingent on coming to the dining room and taking part in a

brief conversation with the experimenter. Taken as a whole

these studies indicate that as more elderly residents attend

or participate in an activity, the nurnber of residents so-
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cializing with other residents increases as weII, even

though they are not specifically reinforced for doing so.

Although it can be argued that having disengaged elderly

participate in activities that require proximity to other

residents will, as a side effect, Iead to increases in re-

sponsiveness to others, it should be noted that these stud-

ies do not provide evidence on which any firm conclusions

can be based. These and other similar studies do not iden-

tify whether the residents who attend the activities are

withdrawn or not. Increases in social interactions may be a

function of a greater number of socially skilled residents

attending a reinforcing activity. Nor do they mention

whether it is the same residents attending these activities

each day. This is of interest since researchers (".9.,

Burnside, l-97J-; McClannhan & Risely, I974) have reported

that wit,hdrawn residents do not interact s¡ith others even

though they have the opportunity to do so.

Exercise and SociaI Interaction. Typically, the above

studies have involved the reinforcment of activities that,

in the past, have been associated with socializing. Thus,

the occurrence of these behaviors is likely to lead to some

social reinforcement (interaction) wittr another resident.

There is some question, however, whether an activity such as

exercising is one which would generate such social behavior.

Generally, studies investigating psychological side effects

of exercise have used indírect measures such as Cattells's
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16Pf, the WechLer Adult Intelligence Sca1e, Personatity

tests, or individually developed tests. Few have noted, êx-

cept anecdotally (Stamford, Hambacher & FaIlica, 1974i de-

Lerma SaIter 6, Salter, I975¡ Birjandi & ScaIfani, 1973)

whether social interaction also changed when the elderly at-

tended the exercise program. Stamford et. al. (f974) sug-

gest that engaging in exercise behaviors with other individ-

uals may indeed fac i Iiate soc ial interaction. When

examining the effects of an exercise program on the physio-

logical and psychological state of men in a geriatric insi-

tution, they stated:

Additional evidence reflecting change is derived
from subjective information obtained through in-
formal observation. Experimental group patients
attended daily exercise sessions in randomized
groups of three, thus permitting patient to pa-
tient, âs well as patient to researcher, interac-
tion. InitiaIIy, essentially no social interac-
tion vras observed among paÈients or between
patiens and researcher. As the study progressed,
however, subtle, but noticeable, spontaneous con-
versations occurred, and the expression of common
courtesies, greetings and farewells, was preva-
lent. Emphasis on such seemingly trifle data
gains importance when considering the fact that
care vras taken to expose both the experimental and
contro] patients to similar social stimulation and
that control patients did not demonstrate the
aforementioned characteristics (Stamford et. aI.,
1974, p40).

Similarly, in an exercise

dents, Wysocki et. al. (1979)

of cheers, black-slapping, and

actions vrere observed following

program with university stu-

reported that "many instances

other positive social inter-
improved performance by sub-

back items of personal val-jects." The students could earn
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ue that they had deposited with the experimenter at the

beginning of the study. They earned these items in two

ways: (a)by exercising, and (U)Uy providing the researchers

with data indicating their partner vras exercising. As in

the previous study, Wysocki and his colleques suggested that

the social interaction was a side benefit of having the stu-

dents exercise in a group.

Thus these studies provide tenative indications that ex-

ercise may be an activity that sets the occasion for social-

Iy reinforcing interaction from peers. If this is the case

such social reinforcement could be effective in maintaining

the target behavior (i.e., exercising). However' more sys-

tematic observation and quantitative monitoring of social

interaction must be undertaken to establish this as fact be-

fore exercise generated social interaction can be relied on

as a natural contingency for maintenance of therapeutic

gain. It is interesting to note that, in an examination of

the factors that contributed the most to having 585 adults

attend and particípate in sports activities, Greendorfer

(1977 ) found that peers were the major influence. They in-

fluenced participation because of their prestige and power

to distribute rewards and punishmenL.

Response-exchange Cont inqencv of Reinforcement. In the

Wysocki et. aI.

back items for

behavior, they

( 1979 )

handi ng

were in

study, since individuals also earned

in data on other subject's exercise

effect, receiving reinforcemenl for
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oLher people's behavior. This reinforcement contingency is

similar to the response-exchange contingency (also called

"backscratch contingency") that has been shown to facilitate

social interaction and communication socially withdrawn in-

dividuals in institutions for the mentally retarded (Powers

& Powers, 1979; WiIliams, Mârtin, Hardy & Lamber, 1975; Wil-

Iiams, Martin & Abrami, 1974; Cuff & Martin, 1974; Cuff &

Martin, 1975). In a response-exchange contingency of rein-

forcement, two individuals receive reinforcement not for

their ov¡n behaviors, but for each other's. For example, in

an exercise program, subject A would receive reinforcement

íf subject B completed the prescribed exercise behavior, and

subject B would be able to obtain reinforcement only if sub-

ject A engaged in the required behavior. Although never

used in an exercise program or with institutionalized elder-

Iy, response-exchange contingencies have been used with in-

stitutionalized mentally retarded individuals in a variety

of activities, such as table setting (wiffiams eÈ. aI.,
1975), picture name training (cutt et. â1., 1974), and lever

pressing (Power & Powers, 1971; l^TitIiams et. aI., I974; Cuf f

et. â1., 1975). These subjects showed an increase in the

target behavior as well as consistently showing (as a side

effect) an increase in positive socia] interaction.
williams et. al. ßglq) suggest that, under such a con-

tingency, the individual wiII attempt to control his or her

partner's behavior through social interaction. Therefore,
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the sociaL interaction that Wysocki and his associates re-

port may have been due to this reinforcement contingency.

However, rêinforcement was simultaneuously obtained for

their own as well as for another subject's behavior. There-

fore, it is impossible to determine whether the response-ex-

change type of contingency contributed to the subjects in-

creased social interaction or whether it vras the result, as

they and Stamford et. aL. (1979) suggest, of subjects exer-

cising in close proximity.

Às vras mentioned earlier, there is some question as to
whether the disengaged elderly wiIl automatically provide

natural reinforcement for a target beahvior. If they wi11,

some rearrangement of the "naturaI" reinforcment community

may be alÌ that is necessary in order to make residents more

salient to each other, especially as reinforcers. williams

et. aI. Qglq) have implied that a response-exchange contin-
gency of reinforcement be considered in such situations,
since they maintain that when an individual's reinforcement

is dependent on a partner's behavior, that individual will
attend more to that person than when they can obtain rein-
forcement independently. Thus, a situation is created where

they will attempt to control each other's behavior through

social reinforcement, in order to maximize the opportunity

of receiving reinforcement themselves.
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Summary and Pur se of the Present Research

Researchers are concerned with the inactivity that charac-

terizes the elderly living in institutions (".9., McClanna-

han & Risley, !974). These people, described as disengaged,

have withdrawn from participation in everyday life. rt has

been argued that inducing the elderly to participate in ex-

ercise activities would ameliorate the problems associated

with inactivity (devries, 1980). Studies, such as those

carried out by Epstein, wing and Thompson (1980) and Keefe

and Blumentahl (1980), have demonstrated the appropriateness

of using operant conditioning principles and techniques in

the analysis, control, and/or modification of exercise be-

havior in younger and clinical populations. Only one study

was found that vras directed at the institutionalized elder-

Iy, and the subjects in that study v¡ere not identified as

disengaged. Thus, the factors associated with the disen-

gaged, institutionalized elderly's acquisition and adherence

to an exercise regimen require investigation.

Maintenance of the behavior once the training contingen-

cies have been withdrawn is of interest in any therapeutic

program. Stokes and Baer (1977) suggest that maintenance

can be programmed for by creating a situation where natural

contingencies wilt take over when the training program is

terminated. One way to do this, according to Baer and Wolf

(f970) is to select a behavior for training that will elicit

socially reinforcing interactions with peers who can also
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act as discriminative stimuli for target behaviors in both

the training and natural setting.
The Iiterature (u.9., Stamford et. aÌ., L974) provides

tenative, anecdotal evidence that exercising in proximity to
others, is an activity that sets the occasion for reinforce-

ment from one's natural community. However, systematic and

quantifiable estimates of social interaction have not been

obtained throughout an exercise program. Thus, a second

area of concern is whether exercise is an activity that wiII
elicit social reinforcement from disengaged peers.

There is some question in the literature as to whether

disengaged elderly attend to their peers, since they do not

interact with each other, even though they have the opportu-

nity to do so. Studies with mentally retarded populations

have suggested that a response-exchange contingency makes

peers salient to each other and, as a side ef f ect, el-icits
social interaction. Thus, a third area of concern is wheth-

er a response-exchange reinforcement contingency wiIl be ef-
fective in creating a situation in which disengaged resi-
dents attempt to conLrol each other's exercise behavior

through social interaction.
The present research reinforced disengaged institutional-

ized elderLy for exercising using either a direct reinforce-

ment or a response-exchange reinforcement contingency. So-

cial interaction was monitored throughout the program to

determine the extent to which exercise sets the occasion for
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peer generated social reinforcement. Thus, three questions

were addressed, a) to what extent can operant procedures be

used to increase activity level-s of disengaged elderly in

institutional settings, b) to what extent does e¡(ercising

generate social reinforcement from peers when the peers are

disengaged elderly, and c) to what extent does a response-

exchange contingency generate, âs a side effect, social in-

teraction between disengaged elderly residents.

A possible collateral effect of this program could be an

increase in social interaction and activity level outside of

the exercise setting. In fact an increase in resident-resi-

dent social interaction in the natural environment is proba-

bly a necessary requírement for generalization and mainte-

nance of exercising behavior. rL seemed especially

relevant, therefore, to document whether the present re-

search was successful in facilitatíng social interaction

outside of the training setting (i.e., on the ward).



METHOD

Subi ec t s

Six elderly female residents (mean age 67 yrs.) from Tache

nursing centre in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, were selected

from a group referred by the Physiotherapy Department as so-

cialIy withdrawn, inactive residents. Patients were ap-

proached and asked to volunteer for research involving a

progressive walking exercise program using modern psycholog-

ical techniques. Prior to the program, all subjects re-

ceived a physical examination and approval of their physi-

cian to participate in the study (see Appendix A for

disqualifying factors). None of the subjects had partici-
pated in the nursing centre's physiotherapy walking class or

had experience in a response-exchange contíngency of rein-
forcement. The diagnosis on which they h'ere admitted to the

nursing centre ranged from Korsakoff's disease (Nan), chron-

ic schizophrenia (Fran and Jessie), organic personality syn-

drome due to brain trauma (tucy), and Alzheimer's disease

(Rita).

20
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Sett r.nq

The observations where made in three different settings, the

9ym, the ward, and on two different occasions in the Occupa-

tional Therapy room. Observations were made on the ward in

order to get a measure of their behavior in their natural

environment (i.e., the setting lrere day to day contingencies

were in effect). Additional observations, made once a week

in the morning in the Occupational Therapy room, were under-

taken in order to measure the resident's behavior in a set-

ting where staff contingencies for passive behavior v¡ere not

in effect. Measures of social interaction were also made

immediately after the exercise program, agaín in the Occupa-

tional Therapy room. These measures províded an opportunity

to examine any immediate or short term effects the exercise

program might have outside of the training setting. Contin-

gencies were in effect for behavior in the 9ym, a 23 m long

X 11 m wide room located on the first floor of the centre.

À 31 m oval tract was set up in the gym using rubber pylons

and a rope.

Procedure

Gene ra I Procedure. The exercise sessions began at

p.m. in the 9ym, Monday through Friday. Subjects were

strucLed that they could walk around the track for as

as they liked. During conditions where reinforcement

contingent on exercising, they were told the number of

5:45

in-
long

was

laps
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they had to walk in order to earn tokens. The session v¡as

terminated after 13 min had elapsed. At the end of this

tirne period the subjects were given 15 paper tokens if the

reguired number of laps had been completed. Five "bonus"

tokens v¡ere available íf one or more addítional laps had

been walked past the experimenter specified criterion.
These tokens coufd be exchanged for back-up reinforcers

twice a week after the exercise session.

When reinforcement was contingent on talking to others,

the subjects vrere told that the session had been divided

into 4 sec intervals. They would receive a token for each

interval they (or, in the case of a response-exchange diad,

their partner) were observed talking to someone. Since the

subjects could earn a great deal more tokens in this phase

than they could in the previous phase, the cost of the

back-up reinforcers v¡as adjusted so that their tokens had

approximately the same "buying power".

In the morning (8:45 a.m.) the subjects were observed for

20 min in one of two locations. On Tuesdays observations

took place in the Occupational Therapy room where the resi-

dents had coffee. On the other four days the subjects were

observed on the ward.

In order to measure the daily activity level of the resi-

dents, an act.ometer was strapped on either the subject's

wrist or foot just before the observations of social inter-

action on the ward began. An actometer is a moditied self-
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winding wristwatch which records motion in a plain paraIIel
to the face of the watch (Cunningham & Barkley, 1979). One

subject refused to wear the actometer, while another would

only wear it on her wrist.
Halfway through the first experimental condition it was

observed that, while interactions during the exercise ses-

sions were mainly directed towards those in authority (ex-

perimenters, observers or staff), interactions immediately

following the sessions usually involved other residents. In

order to obtain a measure of the extent of interaction be-

tween residents without the confounding effect of the au-

thority figure's presence, beginning at the 27th session,

the subjects went to the Ocupational Therapy room after the

exercise session for a 10 min coffee break. AIl other indi-
viduals were excluded from Lhis session and behavior was re-

corded via a Sony reel-to-reeI video machine.

Exercise Program. In general, the exercise program was

to have consisted of a progressive walking program based on

Cooper's aerobic walking program for individuals over 65

years of age (1972¡ I97a). The initial level at whích a

resident v¡as to begin at $ras determined during baseline,

where the subject was told to walk as many laps as she want-

ed to, within the initial time period for the first exercise

Ievel (I3 min). Shortly after the exercise program began,

it became apparent that none of the residents were capable

of walking the distance Q/Z mile) required f or Cooper's
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first leveI. Therefore the target of the exercise program

became to progressively increase the distance the residents

walked in a 13 min period, the time period proscribed for

Cooper's initial exerc ise level. Immediately after each

walking session, an observer counted the resident's heart

rate using a stethoscope. Heart rate val-ues determined

wheÈher the resident progressed to a more strenuous level.

Five days at a particular level with a heart rate in the

lower end of the 40-60% exercise heart rate range signalled

that the person should engage in a higher level of exercise.

The exercise heart rate was found by taking the maximum

heart rate (ZZO minus age) and subtracting the individual's
resting heart rate. The magnitude of the increase was based

on the previous three sessions. The new level was, typical-
Iy,1 lap (gf m) more than the average number of laps walked

during the previous three sessions. If the previous three

sessions, however, included one session with an abnormally

high lap rate, and if the subject gave evidence that such an

increase might increase the probability of them faIling, the

criterion v¡as based on the last five sessions.

Reinforcer Survey. Prior to intervenbion, the reinforce-

ment Survey Schedule (CauteIa, I977 ) was administered indi-
vidually to each subject. Items used as back-up reinforcers

vrere selected from the events or items a subject rated high-

Iy. At a subsequent meeting, the items were rank ordered in

terms of each subject's preference. Those items a subject
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rated high, vrere assigned a greater token cost than items

ranked by the subject as having a lower value. For example,

ice cream (a highty preferred item) cost almost double the

tokens of the less preferred movíe magazine.

Research Desiqn and Data AnaIys i s

Dependent and Independent Variables. Dependent variables

v¡ere exercise behavior, social interaction, and activity
Ieve1. Exercise behavior v¡as defined as the number of laps

completed in the gym during an exercise session. Social in-

teraction vras measured using those categories employed by

Blackman et aI. (1976) to measure social interaction of eId-

erly residents in a nursing home, which were as follows:

1. Positive social interaction: any of the following be-

haviors directed toward another person:

a) speaking (subject must be within 3.05 m of the

person she is talking to, head must be oriented

toward the person, and the subject must be making

an audible verbalization (excluding any of those

found in the negative social interaction classifi-
cation).

b) listening (subject must be within 3.05 m of an-

other person, head must be oriented toward the

other person, and the other person must be making

an audible verbalization).

c) touching another resident.
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d) handing an object to another resident.

2. Negative social interaction: any of the folLowing be-

haviors directed by the subject towards another per-

son:

a) verbalization directed towards another person less

then 3.05 m avlay. This would include name-calling,

threats, telling another person to Leave, scolding

another person about their behavior.

b) physically abusing another person.

c) throwing objects at a person within 3.05 m

3. Isolated behaviors: any of the following behaviors:

a) sitting without talking or listening to another

person.

b) looking straight ahead and remaining silent.
c) talking not directed to any person or verbalizing

while more then 3.05 m away from another person.

The subjects activity level vras monitored on the ward us-

ing actometers (Cunningham & Barkley, I979). Since actome-

ters are modified self-winding wristwatchs which record mo-

tion in a plain parallel to the face of the watch, âctivity
level was recorded as units of activity accumulated on the

ac tometer .

One independent variable r,¡as the type of actívity for
which reinforcement was available, either a physical activi-
ty (exerc i se ) or a soc ia1 act ivi ty ( tatt< ing to others ) . The

second independent variable was the type of contingency un-
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der which reinforcement was given. Reinforcement for par-

ticipation in these activities v¡as administed under either
direct or response-exchange reinforcement contingencies.

Two subjects, Maggie and Jessie, received reinforcement for

their own behavior (direct reinforcement). Two other sub-

jects, Fan and Nan, v¡ere paired into a diad and received re-

inforcement for their partner's behavior (response-exchange

reinforcement). When Nan emited the targeted behavior, Fran

received reinforcement and when Fran engaged in the appro-

priate behavior, Nan received reinforcement. Two additional

subjects, Lucy and Rita, received first direct and then re-

sponse-exchange reinforcement during the first experimental

condition (reinforcement available for a physical activity).
Originally all subjects were to be exposed to both contin-
gencies but in counterbalanced order. When ít became appar-

ent that neither contingency had an effect on social inter-
action, it v¡as decided to switch the contingent

reinforcement to social behavior in order to determine if
the residents lack of social interaction was due to a skills
deficit or due to staff contingencies for passive behavior.

However, before changíng the target behavior to talking, it
!,¡as dec ided to change Lucy and Ri ta f rom di rect re inf orce-

ment to response-exchange reinforcement for exercising.

This vras done for two reasons. First, it was decided to de-

termine if the lack of expected social interaction in the

response-exchange diad was due to having introduced this
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contingency without first having exposed the residents to

direct reinforcement. In most of the studies investigating

the response-exchange contingency, direct reinforcement al-
vrays preceded the response-exchange contingency. Secondly,

since the subjects' exercise behavior increased regardless

of wheLher they were under the response-exchange or direct
reinforcement contingency, it seemed apparent that a compar-

ison of the two contingencies using the same subject was

needed in order to find out if the two contingencies were

equally effective in controlling exercise behavior.

Data Collection. Ob6ervations of social int.eraction were

initially recorded using a 10 sec observe/S sec record

time-sampling procedure (see Martin & Pear, 1978, pages

294-295 for a description). At first the six subjects met

in two groups of three each, but on the 32nd session due to

time limits imposed by other groups booking the 9ym, the

subjects were combined into one group. As a result the orig-
inal 10 sec observe/5 sec record was changed to a 4 sec ob-

serve/Z sec record, so that it v¡as possible to obtain the

same number of observations on each subject. The data vrere

then changed to percentage measures (i.e, the percentage of

intervals the subject engaged in social interaction during

the 13 min exercise session). Percentage measures v¡ere used

in order to facilitate comparisons between the two tíme

periods, i.e., before and after the 32nd session. When ob-

servation of one person was completed, the observer moved on
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to the following person. If the person was not there, the

observer recorded her as absent and waited for the next ob-

servation period to record the next person. The order in
which the subjects vrere observed was counterbalanced across

days. l.then observations vlere taken on the ward, the time

period between observations between increased substantía1ly,

so that only four observations

were obtained on each individual. This was due to the fact

that subjects vrere noL all located on the same floor, and

were not always found in the same place. Thus, the observer

would have to travel from floor to floor and locate the in-
dividual before taking an observation. As well as recording

the type of social interaction, the observer also recorded

with whom the interaction took place, €.9., a staff member,

a resident not in the program or another subject. Actometer

readings Ì{ere recorded at the end of an 8 hr period, which

began at 8:30 in the morning. Exercise behavior (Iaps) were

recorded on a manual counter each time a subject passed a

specified point on the track (i.e., the pylon where the sub-

ject fírst entered the track).

Interobserver ReI iabil ity. In order to insure consisten-

the experiment the observers

behavior codes for social in-
the lounge of the Nursing Home

continued until the interob-

over 80% in three consecutive

cy in observatíons, prior to

were trained in the use of the

teraction, using residents in

as target subjects. Training

server reliabitíty score was
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observation periods (ttre criterion used for any retraining

that was necessary during the program). Interobserver reli-
ability scores for social interaction v¡ere calculated by di-
viding the number of agreements by the number of agreements

plus disagreements and mul-tiplying by 100. During the

study, unannounced interobserver reliability checks lvere

conducted once a week.

Desiqn. InitiaIly a reversal design consisting of base-

line (a), direct reinforcment of exercise behavior (B), and

response-exchange reinforcement of exercise behavior (B' )

v¡as to be used, where the experimental conditions are sys-

tematically altered in order to compare the effects of the

two reinforcement contingencies. Presentation of the exper-

imental conditions (B and B') were counterbalanced across

subjecÈs to control for order effects. Thus, in the begin-

ning for four subjects the design was to be an A-B-B'-B and

for the other two subjects the design v¡as to be an

A-B'-B-B'. No return to A (baseline) was planned, since the

major thrust of the research was to compare the two contin-
gencies. SociaI interaction did not appear to increase sub-

stantially over baseline ]evel when the subjects were re-

ceiving direct or response-exchange reinforcement for

exercising in phase 2. On the other hand both contingencies

seemed to be equally effective in controlling exercise beha-

vor. Therefore for two subjects, Lucy and Rita, the design

was changed to an A-B-C-B, for two other subjects, Fran and
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Nan, it was changed to an A-B'-C'-B', where C was direct re-

inforcement for talking to others and C' was response-ex-

change reinforcement for talking to others. The two addi-

tional subjects, Lucy and Rita, who switched from direct re-

inforcement of exercising to response-exchange reinforcement

of exercising, continued under the response-exchange rein-
forcement contingency so that their design was an

A-B-Br -Cr -Br . Since exercise and social interaction did not

change from the B phase when the first B' phase was intro-

duced, the two contingencies were considered interchangeable

and no return to the B phase was undertaken.

Phase 1. During baseline (e) all subjects were told that

they could walk as many laps as they liked within a 13 min.

per i od.

Phase 2. On the first day after the baseline phase in

the Occupational Therapy room, the subjects were informed

that they would receive either direct reinforcement or re-

sponse-exchange reinforcement for exercising (¡ or B').
Maggie, Jessie, Lucy and Rita, the four subjects under the

direct reinforcement contingency (B), were told that they

would receive reinforcement, if they completed a specified

number of laps. Fan and Nan, the other two residents in the

response-exchange condition (B'), r{ere grouped into a diad.

They were told that they could obtain reinforcement, if

their partner walked the specifíed number of laps. Before

each exercise session, the experimenter reminded the resi-
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dents of the number of times they had to walk around the

track. Halfway through this phase Lucy and Rita, who were

receiving direct reinforcement, were grouped into a diad

also, and lvere only able to obtain reinforcement if their
partner exercised.

Phase 3. During the next phase (C or C') the experimen-

ta1 conditions were reversed so that instead of receiving

reinforcement for their ovrn exercise behavior or for their
partner's exercise behavior, subjects were told they would

receive reinforcement for talking to someone (C) or in the

case of diad partners, if their partner talked to someone

(c').
Phase 4. During this final phase (g or B') the experi-

mental condiLions returned to direct or response-exchange

reinforcement for exercising.



RESULTS

Interobserver agreements on social interaction in the Oc-

cupational Therapy Room and during the Exercise Sessions,

averaged 90.622 across 2l observation sessions, with a range

of 732 to 100%. More specifically, interobserver reliabiti-
ty during the exercise sessions was 86.85%, and in the Occu-

pational Therapy room was 94.40lø. Two reliability checks

vrere beneath the required 80% agreement (732 and 74e"). Re-

training of the observers took place untí1 the interobserver

reliability scores were, once again, over 80%.

Exercise Behavior

The data on the residents' exercise behavior shows the

specific effects that reinforcing participation in a physi-

ca] or social activity has on elderLy residents' exercise

behavior. The data plotted across exercise sessions are the

number of laps a subject walked during the 13 min daily ex-

ercise period. The dotted Iine indicates the minimum number

of laps a subject had to walk in order to receive (or for

her partner Uo receive) reinforcement. It can be seen that

whenever direct or response-exchange reinforcement was con-

tingent on walking a specified number of Iaps, the subjects

usually met or surpassed this level. However, when rein-

33
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forcement (direct or response-exchange) was administered for
talking to others, the number of laps the subjects watked

soon dropped to zero or almost zero. When reinforcement was

reintroduced for exercising, the subjects immediately walked

at or beyond the experimenter specified criterion.

Response-Exchange Reinforcement Condition. Fran (rig-
ure 1) walked an average of 16 laps per session during base-

Iine. Following a decreasing trend, the number of laps she

walked stabilized around I9 laps. AfÈer response-exchange

reinforcement for walking was introduced, Fran immediately

surpassed the initiat criterion (19 laps) set by the experi-
menter by 1 lap. Her exercise behavior, after some vari-
ability, stabilized at an average of 22.I1 laps per session.

This v¡as an average increase of 6.tl laps over the mean num-

ber of laps she walked during baseline. At the 23rd exer-

cise session, the criterion level leas raised to Zq laps.

Excluding the 23rd session, Fran once again immediately met

and surpassed this new criterion. Responding guickly stabi-
lized at an average of 24.96 laps per session. This is a

mean increase of 2.85 laps from that found when the initial
criterion was in ef f ect. l.Ihen response-exchange reinf orce-

ment was withdrawn for exercising and introduced for talk-
ing, Fran discontinued walking completely after two ses-

sions, âD average decrease of 22,2I laps per session.
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Figure 1. Number of laps walked by Fran
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This situation continued until response-exchange reinforce-

ment was once again in effect for exercising, whereupon she

began walking an average of I9.91 laps per session, slightly
above the criterion set by the experimenter (19 laps). This

resulted in an average increase of 17.16 laps from that

found in the sessions of the previous experimental condition

when talking h'as reinforced.

Nan's exercise behavior (rigure 1) is remarkably similar
to Fran's, her partner in the response-exchange diad. Nan

walked an average of 14.25 laps per session during baseline.

A downward trend in the data is followed by an upward drift
that unlike Fran's data, does not stabilize. Normally when

an upward trend is noted, phases are not shifted until re-

sponding has stabilized because any subsequent increase in

behavior can not unequovically be attributed to the experi-

mental condititions. However, in this case, several factors

entered into the decision to shift phases at this point.

First, it was felt that changing criteria (Kazdin, 1982)

within the experimental condition would provide additional

support for attributing changes in exercise behavior to the

experimental procedure. Second1y, the main experimental

comparison was to take place between the B'-C'-B' portion of

the experimental design. Thus, while any change in behavior

from the A-B' phases was of interest, it was not as impor-

tant as the latter phase changes. Thirdly, Fran and Nan

were diad partners and experimental conditíons could not be
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introduced for one without being introduced for the other as

well, and so despite the upward trend during baseline, the

first experimental condition was introduced.

l{hen response-exchange reinforcement was introduced for

walking the data I after some variability, stabilized at a

mean of 22 laps per session. This is an average increase of

7 .75 J-aps over that f ound in basel ine. At the 23rd session,

when the specified number of laps to be walked was reseL to

24, Nan immediately increased the number of laps she walked

to match this criterion. Averaging 24 laps per session (ex-

cluding session 33, where she stopped walking early when her

stocking fell down), Nan walked an average of 1 lap further

than the mean of the previous time period when the lower

criterion was in effect. When response-exchange reinforce-

ment was made contingent on talking rather than exercising,

Nan soon ceased walking entirely. With a mean of 2.5 laps

per session, the average distance she walked decreased by

20.5 laps from the previous condition when reinforcement was

contingent on her partner walking. Upon reintroduction of

response-exchange reinforcement for exercising, Nan immedi-

ately increased the distance she walked, surpassing the ex-

perimenter specified criterion (19 laps) by 1 lap. After an

initial stable period, the number of laps she walked tempo-

rarily dropped to 15 laps, returning after two sessions to a

stable 20 laps per session. It is interesting to note that

during this drop, Fran reduced the number of laps she walked



to the minimum number required, thus preventing Nan

ceiving any. bonus tokens. With a mean distance

Iaps per session, she displayed an average increase

previous experimental condition of 16.59 laps.
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from re-

of I9.09

from the

Di rect Reinforcement Condítion. WhiIe in baseline, Mag-

gie's participation in the exercise program vras extremely

spasmodic (rigure 2). On 7 of the 13 baseline sessions she

refused to attend the exercise program. During the sessions

she did attend, she walked an average of 8.83 laps per ses-

sion. A downward trend is followed by an upward shift to a

stable 10 laps over the nexÈ two sessions. Again iL should

be mentioned that it is desirable to have more than two sta-
ble data points before shifting conditions, but Maggie's

Iack of attendence at the next session can also be taken as

a measure of the strength of her exercise behavior. Maggie

initially had difficulty in meeting the exercise criterion
(10 laps) when direct reinforcement for walking was intro-
duced. On four of the first seven experimental sessions she

refused to come to the gym and failed to meet the exercise

criÈerion on one of the two other sessions. Thus, she had

little opportunity to come into contact with the reinforce-
ment contingencies. Before the 21st session, Maggie was aI-
Iowed to sample a back-up reinforcer. Afterwards she never

refused to attend again. As weII, the distance she walked

increased subsÈantially. While the first criterion was in

effect, she walked an average distance of 16.40 laps, a 7.57
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increase over that found in baseline. After the 23rd ses-

sion, the criterion was raised to 19 laps. At almost every

session, Maggie matched or surpassed the exerimenter speci-

fied criterion. On the occasions (sessions 33, 34, 44, 48,

49) when she failed to meet criterion, either her speed was

so slow that the time ran out before she was able to com-

plete the required number of laps, oE she followed another

resident off the track. The average distance Maggie walked

hras 18.74 laps, âo increase of 2.34 laps over the time peri-

od when the ]ower criterion was in effect. When reínforce-

ment was made contingent on Maggie talking instead of walk-

ing, the distance she walked dropped dramatically after the

first two sessions, to a mean of 3.58 laps. This was an av-

erage of 15.16 laps less then when her walking was rein-
forced. On eight of the remaining 10 sessions she didn't
walk at all. Although there is a 2 point declining trend
just before shifting to this condition, the magnitude of the

drop and the relatively few overlapping data points (2 data

points) lends support to the experimental procedures effect-
ing this change. Upon making reinforcement contingent once

more on walking, Maggie again increased the distance she

walked, surpassing the experimenter specified criterion of

12 laps.
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F i qure Capt i on

Figure 2. Number of laps walked by Maggie and Jessie

(Direct Reinforcement) during the 13 min exercise sessions.
(ft¡e dotted Iine indicates the number of laps required for
reinforcement. The arrow indicates the session the two

groups were combined. )
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During this time period she averaged L4.64 }aps per session,

an increase of l].06 laps from the previous experimental

condition.

During baseline, Jessie's exercise behavior occurred at a

very low but stable rate, ât an average of 1.07 laps per

session. When direct reinforcement $¡as introduced for walk-

ing, Jessie increased the distance she walked to match the

criterion set by the experimenter (f lap). with a mean of

2,L4 laps per session she walked 1.07 laps more than she did

during bseline. When the criterion v¡as raised again, she

initiatly had no difficulty in meeting it. Subsequent to

the sixth session at this new level, however, her exercise

behavior became slightly unstable so that on I out of the

remaining 28 sessions she stopped 1 lap short of criteríon
(¡ laps). On three of these occasions she complained of be-

ing dizzy and expressed a fear of falling. With a mean of

2.9I laps, she averaged .84 laps per session more then when

the lower criterion vras in effect. When reinforcement was

withdrawn for exercising and introduced for speaking to oÈh-

ers, the number of laps she walked soon dropped to zero,

with only three overlapping data points with the previous

condition. When reinforcement for walking was once again in
effect, she immediately began walking again, failing to meet

or surpass the experimenter specified criterion of 2 laps on

only one occasion. Averaging 2.82 laps per session, her

data show an increase of 2.24 laps per session over that
found when talking was being reinforced.
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Direct and Response-Exchange Reinforcement Condition.

v[hile in baseline, Lucy's exercise behavior started off at a

relaLively low rate which was followed by a s1ight,ly posi-

tive slope (figure 3). The average distance she walked was

3.4 laps. When reinforcement was made contingent on her

walking a minimum of I laps, she immediately met and sur-

passed this criterion, averaging 8.86 laps per session.

This was an increase of 5.46 laps over that found when she

r^¡as in baseline. When the criterion $ras raised to 9 laps

(on the 24th session) the number of laps she walked stabal-

ized at 10, a 1.14 lap increase over the previous time peri-
od. On the 35th session, response-exchange reinforcement

for walking was íntroduced. Little difference is noted in

her exercise behavior from the previous condition. She av-

eraged I0.63 laps per session. The increase of .63 laps is
entirely due to the extra laps she walked on the 35th ses-

sion. When the criÈerion was raised to I0 laps on the 44th

session, Lucy immediately increased the distance she walked

to an average of LL.2 laps per sesion, an increase of 1.2

laps over that found under the 9 lap criterion. When re-

sponse-exchange reinforcement was withdrawn for walking and

introduced for speaking to others, Lucy showed a drop in ex-

ercise behavior to an average of 2,42 laps per session. A1-

though there is one overlapping data point, this represents

an average of 8.78 laps less Lhen when reinforcement was

contingent on her partner walking.
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F i qure Capt i on

Figure 3. Number of laps walked by Lucy and Rita (Direct

and Response-Exchange Reinforcement) during the 13 min exer-

cise sessions. (The dotted Line indicat,es the number of

laps required for reinforcement. The arrow indicates the

session the two groups were combined. )
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When response-exchange reinforcement was reintroduced for

exercising, Lucy immediately increased the distance she

walked, surpassing the experimenter specÍfied criterion of 6

laps. wiÈh a mean of 7.72 laps per session, this is an av-

erage increase of 5.3 laps over that found when reinforce-

ment vras contingent on her partner talking.
Rita's exercise behavior occurred at a very low and sta-

b1e rate during baseline, an average of .53 laps per ses-

sion. On a number of occasions she would start to walk down

the track, then turn around and walk back to the starting
point. On sessions 7 and I she started to walk across the

ropes that outlined the track, whereupon the experimenter

guided her back to the track. When direct reinforcement for

exercising $ras introduced, Rita, again displayed evidence of

some difficulty in walkíng the track. Typically she would

walk into the ropes and stand there unLess given physical

guidance, i.e., an experimenter wouLd direct her to the mid-

d1e of the track. After the 22nd session, Rita ceased to

walk across the ropes, although she continued on occasion to

stand in the middle of the track or to walk back to the

starting point. During this time period she averaged .94

Iaps per session, a minimal increase of .41 laps from that
found in baseline. A substantial difference !{as found in

the distance she walked when response-exchange reinforcement

was introduced for walking. Although the experimenter spec-

ified criterion v¡as I lap, Rita walked an average of 4laps
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per session, an increase of 3.06 laps from that found when

reinforcement was contingent on her own exercise behavior.

An upward trend is noted just before the criterion changed

to 3 laps, partiaÌ1y due to her partner guiding Ríta around

Lhe track on a few occassions. Averaging 3.2 laps per ses-

sion, Rita vras able to match this subsequent increase in

criterion except for 1 session. When response-exchange re-
inforcement for exercising was withdrawn and replaced with
reinforcement contingent on her partner speaking to others,

her exerc i se behavior , af ter t!,ro sessions, decreased to and

maintained at zero. With an average of .5 laps per session,

this vras a decrease of 2.7 laps f rom the previous experimen-

taI condition. When reinforcement was once again contingent

on her partner exercising, Rita immediately increased the

distance she walked, averaging I.64 laps per session,

slightly above the experímenter specified criterion of I
lap. This was an average of 1.14 laps more then when rein-
forcement was contingent on her partner talking to others.

It should be noted that once during baseline (gtf¡ session),

once during direct reinforcement for exercising (28th ses-

sion) and five times during response-exchange reinforcement

for exercising (gSth, 36th, 45th, 72nd and 75th sessions)

her diad partner guided Rita around the track, a situation
that is partly responsible for the upward trends seen in

Rita's data.
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Social Interaction
Figures 4 Èo 6 illustrate what happens Lo the level of

elderly female resident's social interaction in exercise

sessions when reinforcement is contingent on participation
in either a physícal or social activity. The data plotted

across exercise sessions are the percentage of intervals a

subject was observed engaged in positive social interaction
with another resident. Almost no negative social interac-

tion occurred. As a consequence only the positive social

interaction is reported. The dotted line indicates the mean

amount of a subject's social ínteraction during each experi-

mental condition. Appendix B presents data as to whom the

soc iaI interact ion was di rected. I n general , âIthough

slight or no increases over baseline leveIs of social inter-
action with other residents were found when exercising was

being reinforced, relatively Iarge increases in soical in-
teraction occurred when the residents vrere reinforced for
speaking to others (either through direct or response-ex-

change reinforcement). Most of this interaction was direct-
ed towards Lucy (see Appendix B) while any remaining inter-
action was directed towards their partners (in the case of

diad members) or equally distributed throughout the group.

When reinforcement was once again contingent on walking, so-

cial interaction returned to baseline leveIs.

Response-Exchange Reinforcement Condition. Figure 4

in withshows the social interaction Fran and Nan engaged
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other residents. An examination of Fran's social interac-
tion with other residents indicates that there v¡as no social
interaction v¡ith other residents during baseline. This

situation did not change when response-exchange reinforce-
ment for exercising commenced. When response-exchange rein-
forcement was withdrawn for exercising and introduced for
talking to others, the percent of intervals Fran vras ob-

served socially interacting with other residents increased

substantially. Occurring an average of 20.63 percent of the

íntervals during exercise sessíons, this represents an in-
crease of 20.33 percent from the previous condition. glhen

response-exchange reinf orcement f or exerc i sing Ì.¡as reintro-
duced, the number of intervals Fran spent socializing re-
turned to a similar level as that found in the original con-

dition in which response-exchange reinforcement was

contingent on exercising (an average of ,82 percent of the

intervals).
Nan did not interact with any of the other residents dur-

ing baseline. Her data indicate relatively litt1e change

(.AS percent of the interval-s) when she was placed under the

response-exchange contingency for exercising. After the two

groups were combined t a minimal increase in the intervals
she was observed interacting with other residents vlas noted,

with a mean of 1.52 percent of the intervals being spent in

social interaction with another resident.
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F igure Capt i on

Figure 4. Percentage of intervals that Fran and Nan (Re-

sponse-Exchange Reinforcement) engaged in social interaction
with another resident during the I3 min exercise sessions.

(ttre dotted Iine indicates the average percentage of social
interaction for each experimental condition. The arrow in-
dicates the session the two groups were combined. )
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After reinforcement became available for her partner talking
rather than walking, the intervals Nan was observed inter-
acting with other residents increased dramaticalJ-y to a mean

of 33.04 percent of the intervals. This is a mean change of

31.53 percent from that found in the prevíous experimental

condition. Vlhen reinforcemenL was once again contingent on

her partner exercising, the inLervals ín which social inter-
action occurred immediately dropped to an average of L.Z7

percent. This vras a mean decrease of 31.77 percent from

that found when response-exchange reinforcement was in ef-
fect for talking.

Di rect Reinforcement Condition. Figure 5 shows the so-

cial interaction of Maggie and Jessie with the other resi-
dents during the exercise sessions. As can be seen from

Maggie's social interaction with other residents, she was

not socially active with the residents during baseline, nor

during the fírst part of the experimental condition where

reinforcement was contingent on her exercise behavior. When

the groups vrere combined, this situation continued. When

reinforcement was made contingent on talking rather than ex-

ercising, the percentage of intervals she spent interacting
with oLher residents rose to an average of I0.25 percent, an

increase of 9.95 percent. Although a great deal of sessíon

to session variability is observed, there are only two over-

lapping data points with the following phase. This effect
was reversed when the contingency vras switched from tatking
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back to the reínforcement of exercising. With an average of

.82 percent of the intervals being spent in socíal interac-

tion, this represents a mean decrease of 9.43 percent.

During baseline, Jessie's social interaction with other

residents occurred in an average of 6.I percent of the in-
tervals in the exercise sessions. Little difference is seen

when direct reinforcement is introduced for exercising,

where she socially interacted in an average of 4,94 percent

of the intervals (a decrease of 1.16 percent). Following

the combination of the two groups, Jessie's social interac-
tion declined to an average of L.2 percent of the intervals,
with Jessie refraining from any social interaction with oth-

er residents in a majority of the exercise sessions. When

reinforcement vras withdrawn for exercising and introduced

for speaking to others, the percentage of intervals she was

observed interacting with other residents rose dramatically

to an average of 29.83 percent, with only one overlapping

data point wíth the previous condition (an increase of 28,63

percent). A decreasing trend is noticed in the data after
the 60th session. Shifting to the next condition on this
downward trend was undertaken mainly due to time limitations
imposed upon the study. However, the magnitude of the dif-
ference between the two means provides support that the ex-

perimental contingencies effected the change. When rein-
forcement for exercising v¡as once again in effect, she

immediately decreased her social interaction, engaging in

interaction an average of 3.69 percent of the intervals.
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F i qure Ca tion
Figure 5. Percentage of intervals that Maggie and Jessie

(Oirect Reinforcement) engaged in social interaction with

another resident during the 13 min exercise sessions. (ftre

dotted Iine indicates the average percentage of social in-
teractíon for each experimental condition. The arrow indi-
cates the session the two groups were combined. )
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Reinforcement Condition.

Figure 6 shows Lucy's and RÍta's social interaction with

other residents. During baseline, Lucy spent an average of

5.75 percent of the intervals socializing. Her data indi-
cate very IittIe change when reinforcement was introduced

for exercising. SociaI interaction occurred an average of

6.03 percent of the intervals, a neglÍgible increase of ,25

percent. After the groups v¡ere combined, for the two ses-

sions left during this phase, Lucy did not interact with any

of the residents during the exercise sessions. This situ-
ation did not change, other then for the first session, when

response-exchange reinforcement replaced the direct rein-
forcement for exercising. During the initial session, her

partner initially remained standíng in the middle of the

track while Lucy continually lapped her. After passing her

several times, Lucy locked arms with nita and guided her

around the track for several laps. Since this type of con-

tact was considered part of social interaction, it was this
factor which produced the elevated data point during this
session. Lucy engaged in social interaction rvith other res-

idents in an average of 6.99 percent of the intervals. So-

cial interaction increased when response-exchange reinforce-
ment for exercising was switched to response-exchange

reinforcement for talking. Although there are some overlap-

ping data points, social interaction occurred in an average

of 20.49 percent of the intervals during the exercise
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F i qure Capt i on

Figure 6. Percentage of intervals that Lucy and Rita
(nirect and Response-Exchange Reinforcement) engaged in so-

cial interaction with another resident during the 13 min ex-

ercise sessions. (rtre dotted Iine indicates the average

percentage of social interaction for each experimental con-

dition. The arrow indicates the session the two groups were

combined. )
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effect. The increase during the 28th session was the result
of Lucy guiding Rita around the track. RiLa was observed

interacting with the residents in an average of 3.84 percent

of the intervals, a minimal increase of .61 percent over

that found in baseline. Like her partner's (tucy's) data,

Rita's social interaction changed minimally when response-

exchange reinforcement for exercising replaced direct rein-
forcement for exercising, except for a dramatic and tempo-

rary increase in her social interaction during the initial
session of this phase, when Lucy again guided her around the

track. As was mentioned in the section concerning Rita's
exercise behavior, Lucy guided Rita around the track a num-

ber of times, in baseline as welL as the experimental phas-

es. It is 1ike1y that the physical guidance given nita by

the experimenters to disentangle Rita from the track's ropes

acted as a model for Lucy. While response exchange rein-
forcement was contingent on exercising, she interacted with

other residents in an average of 6.64 percent of the inter-
vals. When response-exchange reinforcement was rnade contin-
gent on talking to others, the average percentage of inter-
vals she was observed socially interacting with other

residents rose to 20.46 percent. With only two overlapping

data poínts, this represents an average increase of 13.82

percent. Upon the reintroduction of response-exchange rein-
forcement for exercising, Rita immediately Iimited her so-

cial interaction with other residents, averaging interaction



in 8.24 percent of the intervals. Although there are

overlapping data points, this reflects a 12.22 percent

crease in her social interaction. The two high points

due to her partner's guidance around the track.
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two

de-

are

General izalion Measures

The measures of generalization of social interaction are

expressed in percentage of intervals engaged in social in-
teraction with other residents. Appendix C provides the

data collected during the weekly 20 min probe in the Occupa-

tional Therapy room. Figures 7 Lo 9 present the social in-
teraction data taken during a I0 min coffee break ín the

Ocupational Therapy room immediately after the the exercise

sessions. The dotted Iines provide an indication of the

mean responses made during an observation period. Àppendix

D provides the samples of the subjects social interaction
taken on the ward, four days a week.

l.leeklv Probes in the Occupational Therapy Room. Data

collected during this time period (see Appendix C) shows

that the social activity of all five subjects improved after
the treatment program had been implemented. Maggie refused

to attend, preferring to go to chappel a hal-f hour earlier.
No particular pattern of responding can be seen across the

five subjects that could be attributed to changes associated

with the exercise program. The fact that gradual improve-

ment over all the sessions can be seen in a majority of the
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subjects' data suggests the possiblity that these changes

may be a function of the staff generated contingencies for
passive behavior no longer having an effect in this setting.
That is, initially residents passive behavior may have gen-

eralized from the ward to this ne!,¡ setting. However, since

the contingencies for passive behavior were not in effect in

this setting, the probability that passive behavior would

occur in this setting gradually decreased. As weII, resi-
dents had coffee during this time and any requests to an-

other resident for sugar, miIk, etc. vrere usually reinforced

by other residents complying with this request. Thus social
interaction would be reinforced.

Social Interaction Àfter the Exercise Session. After the

20th session, it was noted that, following the exercise ses-

sions, the subjects were socializing in the hallways on

their v¡ay back to the wards. During these episodes there

was no authority figure present, i.e, a dispenser of rein-
forcers, such as nursing staf f or experimenters. It vras

possible, therefore, that the lack of generalization to the

ward may have been a function of authority figures reinforc-
ing passive behaviors. It was decided to create a new situ-
ation in which these contingencies were not present in order

to obtain a less biased measure of social interaction in a

non-training setting. Of course, at this date, ño baseline

measures could be taken, so evidence can not be provided as

to the extent of change from their normal- levels of social
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interaction. However, at the point in time when these meas-

ures where undertaken, it vras decided that it was stitl
worth doing for the remaining reversal phases. As a conse-

quence at the 27l};, session, the residents were brought to

the Occupational Therapy room after the exercise session for
a 10 min coffee break. Video equipment was used to record

social interaction during this time period, eliminating the

need for the presence of an observer, who might be consid-

ered an authority figure by the residents. Figures 7 lo 9

present the percentage of intervals the subjects engaged in

social interaction each day during the 10 min coffee break

in the Ocupational Therapy room. The dotLed Iines indicate

the mean social interaction during each experimental condi-

tion. Initial high levels of responding quickly dropped to

a lower but still variable level during the coffee breaks

that followed exercise periods where physical activity was

reinforced (i.e., direct or response-exchange reinforcement

of exercise behavior). After social activity became the

target of reinforcement during the exercise sessions, all
subjects increased their Ievel of social interaction during

the coffee breaks, although session to session variability
v¡as stiII present. Following the reintroduction of the

physical activity contingencies in the exercise sessions,

social interaction during the coffee breaks showed an over-

all decrease.
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Figure 7 presents the social activity of Fran and Nan

during the 10 min. coffee break after the training ses-

sions. Ðuring the observation periods that followed the ex-

ercise sessions where she vras receiving reinforcement for
her partner's participation in a physical activity, Fran en-

gaged in social interaction an average of 15.29 percent of

the intervals. A slight overall increase is noted (to 22.06

percent) after the experimental conditions had changed to

response exchange reinforcement of a social activity. A

subsequent reduction in social interaction during the coffee

breaks is noted when the experimental conditions in the ex-

ercise sessions had returned to response-exchange reinforce-

ment of a physical activíty.
Nan's data indicate a similar overall pattern of respond-

íng. Although the data are extremely variable there is an

increase in her coffee break social interaction when the ex-

perimental condition changed from being contingent on a

phsycal activity to a social activity (an average of 18.22

percent and 31.86 percent respectively). Reintroduction of

the intial- experimental conditions (response-exchange rein-
forcement for exercising) produced a reduction in overall
social interaction during the coffee break observation peri-
od, to 14.71 percent.

Figure I presents Maggie's and Jessie's social interac-

tion during the I0 min coffee breaks. Their data are re-

markably similar to that of the previous two subjects.
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F i qure Capt i on

Figure 7. Percentage of intervals that Fran and Nan (ne-

sponse-Exchange Reinforcement) engaged in social interaction
with other residents during the 10 mín coffee break (after

the exercise session) in the Occupational Therapy Room.

(fne dotted line indicates the average percentage of social
interaction for each experimental- condition. The arrow in-
dicates the session the two groups were combined. )
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Maggie's average level of social interaction during coffee

breaks rose from 4.7L percent to 14.71 percent after the re-

inforcement contingencies in the exercise sessions changed

from being contingent on a physical activity to a social ac-

tivity. À subsequent drop in her coffee break social inter-
action (to an average of 7.06 percent) is noted when the ex-

perimental contingencies once again targeted a physical

activity.
Jessie showed a similar increase in her coffee break so-

cial interaction when the experimental contingencies changed

from targeting physical to social acLivities (an average of

!4,41 percent to 28.92 percent). This decreased to an aver-

age of 14.12 percent when the experimental conditions once

again involved dírect reinforcement of a physical activity.
Fígure 9 shows the results of observations of Lucy's and

Rita's socíal interaction during the 10 min. coffee breaks.

Lucy's and Ríta's data show patterns of responding similar
to the other subjects.

Lucy showed a drop in her coffee break social interaction
during the initial coffee break periods which followed exer-

cise sessions where she was receiving reinforcement for her

own exercising. Her average social activity during this
time period (I7.65 percent) was sIight.Iy above Èhat found

when she began to receive reinforcement in the exercise ses-

sions for her partner's physical activity (14.02 percent).

She more than doubled her coffee break social interactíon
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F i qure Capt i on

Figure 8. Percentage of interval-s that Maggie and Jessie

(Oirect Reinforcement) engaged in social interaction during

the 10 min coffee break (after the exercise session) in the

Occupational- Therapy Room. (rhe doLted line indicates the

average percentage of social interaction for each experimen-

tal condition. The arrow indicates the session the two

groups were combined. )
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(to an average of 32.84 percenL) after reinforcemenl during

the exercise sessions was made contingent on her partner's

social activity. This decreased to an average of 17.06 per-

cent when the experimental conditions ret,urned to response-

exchange reinforcement of a physical activity.
Little difference is noted in Rita's coffee break social

interaction during experimental phases where reinforcement

was continent on her o$¡n physical activiLy (an average of

5.88 percent) or her partner's physical activíty (an average

of 5.43 percent). À sharp increase vras noted in her overaLl

social activity during coffee breaks (to an average of

28.43 percent) after the experimental conditions had changed

to reinforcement of her partner's social activity. Again a

reduction in overall coffee break social interaction (to

8.24 percent) was noted when the experimental conditions re-

turned to response-exchange reinforcemnt of a physical ac-

tivity.

Social InteractÍon On the Ward. An examination of the

data coLlected on the subjects' social activity on the wards

indicates that there are no significant changes in the

amount of time five of the six subjects spent interacting
with other residents (see Appendix D). Throughout over 902

of the observation periods, these five subjects typicaJ-Iy

did not socialize with an other resident at aII. Maggie,

whose data is not presented, had no opportunity to socialize

because during this time period she was always sitting by
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F i qure Capt i on

Figure 9. Percentage of intervals that Lucy and Rita

(Oirect and Response-Exchange Reinforcement) engaged in so-

cial interaction during the 10 min coffee break (after the

exercise session) in the Occupational Therapy Room. (rne

dotted Iine indicaÈes the average percentage of social The

arrow indicates the session the tvro groups were combined. )
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herself in the chappel waiting for the services to begin.

Nan was the only resident to demonstrate any improvement in

terms of an overall increase in resident directed social in-
teraction. Her data, although extremely variable, suggest

that her overall social interaction improved after she began

to receive reinforcement for her partner's behavior during

interaction for each experimental condition. the exercise

sessions. However, no definite statements can be made at-
tributing the changes to treatment. The improved leveÌ of

social ÍnteracLion continued through until the end of the

program, âs did the intervention procedures. Thus there was

no return to baseline with the comcommitent opportunity to

see changes in her behavior on the ward when the treatment

program vras withdrawn. As well, Nan was the only resident

to show such a change in her behavior. Thus, the lack of

replication over subjects does not support positive state-
ments concerning generalization. One factor that should be

noted, however, is that Nan's baseline level of social in-
teraction differed dramatically from the other residents

baseline leve1s. Of the five other subjects, social inter-
action did not occur or occurred during only one observation

period. In comparison, Nan's interactions occurred quite

consistently over the observation periods during baseline,

usually involving another resident who visited Nan in her

room. l,lhen such behavior exists, it can be trapped by ex-

isting contingencies in the environment. Much of the im-



provement in social interaction is
frequency of visits to the lounge

ed in an ongoing card game, (48

sessions versus 16.67 percent of

line).
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associated with a greater

area where she participat-
percent of the treatment

the sessions during base-

Activity Level

Appendix E presents the daily activity level of all sub-

jects. Activity level was measured in actometer units for

an I hr period a day. The data suggest that, for four of

the subjects there was no improvement in their overall ac-

tivity leveI. Any day to day fluctuations v¡ere weII within

baseline levels. Readings were unavailable for Maggie since

she refused to rvear an actometer. Nan's activity level dif-
fered slightly from the other subjects. Her data reflect an

increasing trend in activity over the baseline period which

continued when the intervention program lvas introduced. A

decreasing trend was observed over the last four data points

in this condition. The decreasing average of the last two

phases as well as the increasing trend in baseline, suggests

that the increased activity level may be a function of fac-

Lors other than the experimental variables. For example, as

was mentioned when reporting her social interaction on the

ward Nan began Lo spend a greater amount of time ín the

lounge. Traveling to and from the lounge would entail more

activity on her part.



DI SCUSS] ON

The result,s will f irst be addressed in terms of the ef-
fects of the operant procedures on the disengaged elderly's
activity level. After consideration of this issue, the re-

Iation of the operant procedures to the social interaction
of the residents wilI be discussed both from the perspective

of the group as a verbal community and from the perspective

of those subjects under the response-exchange contingency of

reinforcement.

Exerc i se

The results clearly demonstrate that the two operant pro-

cedures vrere effective in controlling the residents' partic-
ipation in a vigorous physical activity such as a walking

exercise program. The residents showed marked improvement

each time direct or response-exchange reinforcement was made

contingent on the physical activity of walking. For two of

the residents, who inítiaIly had moderate exercise leveIs,

this increase meant that they were able to achieve the first
stage of Cooper's (1970) progressive walking exercise pro-

gram (t/z mile). This is in marked contrast to their exer-

cise level found during the baseline period or when rein-
forcement (both direct and response-exchange) r,¡as contingent

76
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on participation in a social activity (tatking to others).

These findings are consistent with Lhe behavioral literature
regarding similar exercise programs with a younger popula-

tion and with results of the stationary bicycling program

with geriaLric residents in the Libb et aI. study (1969).

Partícipation in a vigorous activity such as an exercise

program is of particular benefit to the disengaged inactive

elderly because of the resulting positive, physiological

changes.

The actometer readings, however, indicate that the in-
creased levels of gross motor activity were limited to the

exercise sessions. Residents' daily activity levels did not

vary substantialty from periods when they were exercising to
periods where Lhey spent the exercise sessions sitting in

small groups talking together. It becomes obvious, there-

fore, that while operant procedures can radically alter the

activity level of the disengaged elderly within a training
setting, the stimulus control exerted by the contingencies

within the training program and those found in the resi-
dent's natural setting differ so much that Iittle generali-

zation takes place to other periods of time.

Social Interaction

The Verbal Community.

assumption that reinforcing
ing in close proximity to

Little support was found for the

disengaged elderly for exercis-

other residents results in the
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side effect of increased social interaction between resi-
dents while they exercised. As a group (i.e., a verbal com-

munity), during periods where exercise was targeted for re-

inforcement, levels of resident to resident socializing dur-

ing exercise sessions did not differ dramatically (if at

all) from baseline levels.

There are at least two possible reasons why such social
behavior did not occur. First, the disengaged may lack the

necessary social behaviors that typically classify a verbal

community. However, that the disengaged elderly have the

social skills within their behavioral repertoire is evident

from Lhe dramatic increase in social interaction when resi-
dents $¡ere reinforced for speaking to others. As well, ob-

servation of social interaction during coffee breaks in the

Occupational Therapy room indicated that the residents v¡ere

capable of socializing during periods when they were receiv-
ing reinforcement for exercising.

À second possibility for the lack of social interaction
during exercise sessions, is that exercise is a behavior ín-
compatable with socializing. Individual physical character-

istics and limitations strongly influenced the rate of walk-

ing thaL fulfilled that criterion. As a consequence,

residents typicalÌy walked at different rates creating a

situation !,¡ere they seldom walked in proximity to other res-

idents for more then a few seconds.
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Although this lack of social interaction appears to be

inconsistent with the anecdotal reports in the Iiterature,
of the occurrence of social interaction during exercise ses-

sions, it is possible that such interaction occurred either

before or after a subject exercised. For example, in the

Stamford et aI. (1974) study, they reported that part of the

socializing involved greetings and farewells. As weIl, al-
though they were reported as exercising in a group, the ex-

ercise program involved walking on a tread-mill. Since only

one subject could use the machine at a time, the other sub-

jects in the group were free to socialize. The present re-

search measured social interaction irnmediately after the ex-

ercise sessions, when it was noticed that the residents were

socializing in the hallways following the exercise sessions.

As a consequence, no baseline levels v¡ere available for this
time period. As such, these observations provided evidence

only that the subjects were socializing after the exercise

sessions and did not demonstrate that participation in the

group exercise program was the factor that generated such

social interaction. Further research should be directed Lo-

wards evaluating this notion. That the training sessions

have some affect on behavior during the period immediately

after the sessions is demonstrated by the greater amounL of

socializing during periods when talking was reinforced.

Observations on the ward showed that the residents did

not interact with each other or with other residents
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throughout the entire program, indicating that different
stimulus control is operating on the wards than in the Occu-

pational Therapy room. Since no staff (nor any other au-

thority figure) was present during the coffee breaks after
exercising, reinforcement for passive behavior was not

available. This, of course, was not the case on the ward.

Response-Exchange Continqencies of Reinforcement. The

response-exchange reinforcement contingency was not any more

successful than direct reinforcement in facilitating social

interaction when the behavior involved was walking. Causual

obsér'vaLions províde sorne êviderice ¿rs lo wliy t-liese subjeCts

(Fran, Lucy and their partners Nan and Rita) did not attempt

to control each others exercise behavior through social in-
teraction so that they might to maximize the opportunity of

receiving reinforcement. First the partners' of both Lucy

and Fran very seldom came in contact with this contingency

since both Lucy and Fran usually walked the mininum number

of laps required for their partners to receive reinforce-

ment. Thus, Rita and Nan had no need to attempt to control

their partners' behavior. Further research direcÈed towards

evaluating this procedure should control for this factor by

raising the criterion such that the situation creates more

of a demand for the partners to control each others behav-

íor. Secondlyr oD those occasions when Fran's and Lucy's

partners did not walk to criterion, Fran and Lucy indeed at-
tempted to control their partners' behavior but used re-
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sponse modes other than social interaction with their part-
ner. For example, they would ask the experimenters to

"make" their partner exercise more or would ask for a dif-
ferent partner.

It is interesting to note that an interactional hierarchy

emerged during the periods when talking was the target be-

havior for reinforcement. The majority of the resident-res-
ident social interaction was with Lucy and was usually ini-
tiated by her. Àt the beginning of this phase she

encouraged and physically prompted the other residents to

exercise. For example, during one session she went from

resident to resident pulling them out of their chairs, while

admonishing them to walk. It is like1y that during these

initial sessions she had not cone under control of the con-

tingencies for talking. During the latter part of this
phase, her "cheer leading" was directed towards the verbal

behavior of the other residents. For example, telling the

residents that if they talked to each other they would get

tokens and that if they talked to her she would talk to

them. This $¡as especiatly prominant with her diad partner,

Rita. While the resident-resident social interaction of the

other diad was primarily with Lucy, the frequency of any re-

maining social interaction v¡as usually with each other (see

Appendíx B). This was not the case with Jessie and Maggie,

who distributed their remaining interactions amongst atl
residents. Thus, two factors seemed to influence whom the
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residents talked to, first the modeling and prompting of

Lucy, and secondly, the contingency under which they were

receiving reinforcement. The response-exchange contingency

can, therefore, generate social interaction between diad

members when the target behavior focused on for reinforce-

ment is talking.

Generalization. The actometer readings indicated that

the activity of the residents did not generalize to settings

other then the training setting. That is they tended to be

inactive regardless of whether they were in baseline, being

reínforCed foi èxeiCisírrg or fo¡ t.alking. Howévèr, [he

maintenance and generalization of this behavior was to be

programmed for by the creation of a common group of individ-
uals who would reinforce each other for engaging in this be-

havior. As can be seen, the creation of this socially rein-
forcing group did not occur. So in fact, in terms of

generalization and maintenance, the training procedure be-

came more one of "train and hope" (Stokes 6, Baer, 1977).

Perhaps a more efficient way to program for generalíza-

tion would be to insure greater stimuLus control over the

exercise behavior during the exercise sessions, and then

transfer those stimuli to the natural setting. Although one

would expect that the presence of the other residents (espe-

cialty their partners in the case of a diad) would act as

effective discriminative stimuli for increased activity, one

must first acknowledge that the researchers v¡ere by far
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greater predictors of the delivery of reinforcers for exer-

cising and as such probably were more effective as discrimi-
native stimuli then the presence of the other residents.

Since the residents were likely to be present when staff re-

inforced passive behavior, or at Ieast, when exercise behav-

ior !,ras not reinf orced, their presence could not act as an

effective discriminative stimulus. Thus, it becomes appar-

ent that in order to use residents in as discriminative

stimuli outside of the training setting, it is imperative

that reinforcement be available for the target behavior, and

that it is delivered in the presence of the peers. Further

research should be directed towords this possibility.
In summary, the present research demonstrated that the

relatively low levels of activity associated with institu-
tionalized disengaged elderly can be changed using operant

procedures. This is of particular benefit to the elderly,
since continued inactivity can accelerate the normal deteri-
oration found with aging. However, the research also points

out that extensive examination of the factors involved in

such procedures are necessary in order to program for gener-

alization and maintenance. It appears that neither having

the individuals exercise in proximity or under a response-

exchange reinforcement contingency, are sufficient in and of

themselves to develop a socially reinforcing verbal communi-

ty that can be used Lo maint,ain the exercise behavior out-

side of the training set,ting.
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Of particular interest, however, is the demonstration

that social interaction is best programmed for by targeting

this behavior for reinforcement. In fact, it is only when

such behavior is the focus of training that any generaliza-

tion to other settings is noted,. It can be concluded there-

fore that, while enhancing both activity and socializing is
important for the disengaged e1derly, each must be explicit-
ly programmed. In addition, in order to assure generaliza-

tion to other settings and maintenance over time, ârrange-

ments must be made to ensure that contingencies for such

behaviors exist in the natural environment.
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Append i x

MEDTCAL CONDTTIONS THAT

A

PROHIBTT EXERCISE

I Moderate to severe coronary heart disease that causes

chest pain with minimal activity.
Recent heart atack.

Severe disease of the heart valves.

Congenital heart disease.

Greatl-y e.nlarged heart result ing f rom high blood

pressure or other types of progressive heart disease.

Severe heartbeat irregularities.
Uncontrolled sugar diabetes which flucLuates between

too much and not enough blood sugar.

High blood pressure not controlled by medication.

Obesity, i f more than 35 pounds over!{eight.

Any infectious disease in its convalescent or chronic

stage.

Internal bleeding, recently or in the past.

Kidney disease, chonic or acute.

Anemia.

Acute or chronic lung disease that causes breathing

di f f iculty.
Blood vessel disease . of the J.egs that produces pain

when walking.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7

6.

8.

o

10.

11.

12.

L3.

14.

15.
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16. Arthritis in the back, legs, feet or ankles,

ing frequent medication to relíeve the pain.

17, Convulsive disease not completely controlled

dicat ion.
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Appendl.x B

Totai. Percentage of Resldent-Resídent Social
I¡rteracLlon and PercenEage DfrecEed Tor.rards

Each Resident Durfng Exercf.se Sessions

Baseline

Subj ect
Dlrec ted
To

SubJ ect

Fran Nan Maggie Jessie Lucy Rita

Total 00.0 00.0 00.0 03.3 '03.3 01.8
Fran 00. 0* 00. O

Nan 00. 0* 00.0
Maggie 00.0 00.0

Lucy

Ri ta

Resident 00.0 00.0 00. 0

0r.5
00. 6

01.2

0.gi*
01.2*
00. 6 00.0

Response-
Exchange
ReÍnforce-
ment for
Exercise

Direct.
ReÍnforcement for Exercise

Response
Exchange
Reinforce-
rnent f or
Exercise

Subj ect-
Direc ted
To

Subj ect
Fran an Massie Jess Íe Lrrc Rí t a l,rrcv Ríta

Total
Fran

Nan

MaggÍe

Je ss ie
Lucy

Ri.ta

Re s lden t

00. I

00 . I't
00. 0

00. 0

00. 0

00. 0

00. 0

00. B

00.0*

00. 0

00. i
00. 6

00. r

00.0

00.2

00. 0

00. 2

00. 0

00. 0

00. 0

00. 0

02.2

00.0

00. 2

oo.2

01.7

00. 2

00"cJ

00. 3

00. 9*

09. 8

00. 4

00.0

00. 0

00. 4

08.1r*

00. 7

09. r

00. 4

00. 0

00.0

00.4

07.0't

01.4

03. r 02.o

00. 9

01. l.*

0l. t 00 9



Response-
Exchange
Relnforce-
ment for
Talking

Dírec t
Reínforce-
ment for
Talkíng

Response-
Exchange
Reinforce-
ment for
Talking

Subj ect
Directed
To

Subj ec t

Fran Nan Maqgie Jessie Lucy Rita

To tal-

Fran

Nan

Magg j.e

Jessi e

20.5

03. B*

01.5

08. 7

02.3

00. 4

00. 0

32.6

09. g*

20.2

01. I

01. i

29 .9

02.3

01. I

00. I

20. B

01. I

00. B

00.5

04. r

20.4

00. 4

00. 4

01. 1

0l .900. B

v

RÍta

Resident

0r. I

02.3

LB .2

00. 4

00. B

L7 .2

00. 0

00.0

23.9

0r.9
00. 0

12 .9

00. 4

16. 7*

00. 0

Response-
Exchange
Reinforce-
ment for
Exercise

Direct
Reinforce-
ment for
Exercise

Response-
Exchange
ReÍnforce-
menE for
Exercise

Subj ect
Directed
To

Subj ect

Fran Nan Maggie Jessle Lucy Rtta

Total
Fran

Nan

Maggie

Jessie

Luc-y

Rita
Res l-de¡r t:

00. B

00. 0'\'

00. 0

00. 0

OG. B

00. 0

00. 0

0i.2
00. 0*

00. 0

00. 4

00. B

00. 0

00. 0

00. B

00. 0

00. 0

00. 0

00. I
00. 0

00. 0

03.7

00.0

00. 4

00.4

02-.3

00. 0

00. 0

09. I

00. 4

00. 0

00. 0

01.2

08. 3

00.0

00. 0

00. 0

00. 4

07. /+*

07.4*

00.0 00.4

NOTE: * f nrllcates absence of resldent:
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^ppcndfx 
C

Percent Of Intervale Subjecte Ëogôged In Soclal Inceracrlon During t¿eekly
probea In The Occupatlonal Therapy Room

Cond It fo¡¡

Base.l tne
Seaslon

Re sponse- Ëxc ha nge
Relnforceoenr for Excrclse

Seeel.ons

8 9 Il t2 t3

Rcaponsc
Exchange-

Relnforcemenc
for Exercf¡¡

Sess(onE

l¿

t8.0 t7.5
0t',S .

Re a pon se - Exc h¿oge
Relnforcement
For Ta lklnB
Sesslons

Subjecr
65 l5

I rao

Nan

00.0 30.O OO.0 05.c 59.0 OO.O 0o.o I3.5 Il.5
90,.0 l0.o lo.o.tI,o 7.7,O 2ttO 23.;O 06,0 27.O

Df rec c
Baselfne
Seaefon

Relnforceoent for Exerclce
Sesslone

Dlrec! Refnforce-
ment for Talklng

Ses6 lons

Dlrecr Rcln-
forceænc for

Exerclse
Sesalons

SubJ ec t

Jee sle 00.0

456 8 9 Il t2 Il 14 15

10.0 I0,0 oo.o 68.0 40.5 04.5 * 35.0 21,O 15.5

Dlrect
Re ln fo rceEen t
For Exercf6e

Sesglons

Regpon 9e-
Exc hange

Re 1n fo rceqent
For Exerclse

Sesalons

Re spon Ee- Exchðnge
Re f n fo rc eoent
For Talklng
Sesslons

Reaponse-Exchant
Relnf orcercnt
For Exerctae

Se e s lon¡
SubJ ec r

Lucy

P.l tâ

Basel lne
Se¡elone

00. 0

00. o

456 I 9 tl L2 ll 11 15

20. 0

IO- 0

00.0

20. 0

63,5

61. 5

t8 .0

J2.0

09 .0

l6 .0
rl.5
lr.5

00. 0

05 .0

rl.5
tl.s

00. 0

22 .5

00. 0

10. 0

NOTE: i lndfcaces ab6ence o( reeldent
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Àf)f)cndix t)

Mcàrì I'cr(:onL Of wcckly Soci¿I Interd(:tion Engaged In By Subjects On'¡lìc wàrd

Condlt ion

tlaseline sessions Rccponsc-Exchange Reinforcenent For Exercise

Re sponsc -Exchü n9e
RoinfoIccmcnt
For TàIking

scssions

Re sponsc-Exchðnqe
Reinforcemcnt
For Exerclse

sessions

subject I 2 6 B 9 lo rl 12 ¡.1 ìl 14 15

¡rrô¡r
NÀn

0,),0 05. o oo. o
li.(t lB.8 OO. O

oo.0
tn.a

oo.o
62.5

oo.0 00.0 00. o
t't .5 41.7 3t. l

o0, o
75.C

oo
25

Cû . C, 00.0
50.0 ?5-0

00-0 ()o.o
01.5 50.0

0
0

oo
50

o
0

00
o0

0
0

B.rscIi¡ìe scssions

Uircct
Rù i ¡ì fo rceh(i nt
For Talkin?

scss ions

Di rect
Re inforcehc'Íl
¡or uxcrcise

Scssiors
Direc¿ Reinforcement For Exercise

sessions

Sul)j,rrr I ?

.;è.r:t!r lu.D LO.O 0r).0 rlO.Lì ur).ü rjo.O 00.0 OO.O 12.5 12,5

fi?8 9 I0 lt 12 lJ IJ 14 15

oo.0 0(r.0 ú0.0 0o.c 62.5 iÇ.0

{ì¡sc )- j.ne Sossrons

L)i rúcc Rci¡rforccmcnt
For Excrcisc

sess i.irìs

Respo¡ìse - Exchôngo
Rc i n fo rcencn t
For Excrcise

sessions

Ac.spotìso -Exclìarì9c
Reinforccmcnt
For TàIk i ng

sess iorìs

Ilcslx)¡r5,- -Excl¡ange
Re.i nf orcemc¡rt
l:or Excrci.sc

Scssio¡s

sublcct I J 4'iG7 7 I 9 tO !l 12 ì.i I.Ì l{ 1.5

Luc'/
Ri t.r

Irì.0 J5.0 50.O
I.'.5 00.o 06.-l

25.0 4l.O 56.1
I2.5 00.0 12.5

4t
o8

25.0 50.008.316,?
25.O 06,3 t2.5 12.5

7

3

50
oo

o
c

50
00

o
o 00

25.O 25.O
25.0 r2.5

;0
c0 .0
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^lrl)c'ndix 
E

Me¿n weekly Àctorcter Units

cond i t ion

BåseIin6 Sr!ssions Rcslþnsc-Ëxchan(]c Reinforccmctìt for Exercisc

Re spon se - Exclìônge
Reinforcement
For Tôlking

scss iorìs

Res[Ðnse -Exchange
Re i n forcenent
For Exercise

Sesslon6

iubject L 2 l l.l567rJ9I0 ìI 12 tl ¡l ìr l5

FrJn
ñan

020
o?9

406
t55

)28
214

241
298

259 2'l'l
245

280
251

2l(i
220

22' 291
291

242
197

ll9
t57

tB0
24)

tB6
I56

421 2,15

t 23 t9t
261

BaseIiñe Scssiôns
tsor Talking

Scss io¡rs

D i (cct
Re i nt cr ccnent
t'or É:xrirci. se

Sessions

0i rcct

Dirccc Rcj.nforceme¡tt f'or Exercisc
sessions

SubjecÈ I ) l 6 lo ll 12 tl Il 14 15

02; o:o o29 0?t 0t9 024.lcssic 025 (rl9 O42 038 0ll c21 036 025 024 025

ßÀseIir¡e Sessions

Direct Rcinforcement
t'or Excrc i se

Sess ions

Res pon sc - Êxch a n9c'
Re in fcrceme n t
For Exercise

sess ions

Re s JÐn sc - Excha n9e
Re i n forccment
l-'or Tù I P, i ng

Sa-.r;iì-io0:;

Re 5 lÐn s c - !: x chð n9e

^e 
in fo rcehc n t

For Èxercisc
sessionl;

subtcct I 2 4561 1 s 9 to tì 12 Il t.l t4 15

Lucy
Ri tâ

061
oI5

t06
0ro

0?l
041

047
ot6

056
ol? 038 054

082 067
051 028 094

070
057

094
ol7

061ì
04 l

Ilo
û16

o57
oll

095
o24

r47
o22
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